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Type Extension and Ecient AST Manipulation
K John Gough and Diane Corney

Abstract
Oberon-2 is an object-oriented language with a
class structure based on type extension. The
runtime structure of Oberon-2 is described and
the low-level mechanisms for dynamic type check-
ing explained. It is shown that the superior
type-safety of the language, when used for pro-
gramming styles based on heterogeneous, pointer-
linked data structures, has an entirely negligible
cost in runtime performance.
1 Introduction
Various authors [1, 2] have described the fea-
tures they deem necessary for a language to be
classed as object-oriented . There are many dier-
ent points of view possible. However we take the
minimalist view that the essential features which
make a language t this general description are |
(a) some kind of class structure, with inheritance
(b) some means for dynamically binding methods
to objects based on runtime tests of object
class
Oberon-2 [3, 4] is a minimal language which pro-
vides these features. Oberon-2 is an extension of
Oberon [5] the main feature of which is type exten-
sion [6]. Oberon, in turn, was based on Modula-
2 [7].
Object oriented languages of this kind seem to
us to be natural vehicles for the implementation
of software systems based on abstract syntax tree
(AST) representations. We are therefore inter-
ested in reasoning about the eciency of the code
produced by implementations of such languages
for these kinds of programs.

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In this paper we describe the key features of
Oberon-2 as they relate to the implementation
of runtime type tests. We then describe the way
in which such tests are used in programs which
manipulate ASTs, and describe the translation of
these key features. Finally, we give our conclu-
sions.
2 The Oberon-2 Type
System
2.1 Type Extension
Oberon-2 provides for a class hierarchy based on
record structures. When a record type is declared,
other record types can be declared which are ex-
tensions of the rst. For example |
T0 = RECORD
x,y : INTEGER;
END;
T1 = RECORD (T0)
z : REAL;
END;
The record type T0 contains two elds, x and
y. The record type T1 contains three elds, x, y
and z. T0 is called a base type, and T1 is an
extension of T0 . We denote this T1  T0 . T1
could then be further extended. Note that types
may be extended only by the addition of elds.
This mechanism provides for tree-like hierarchies
of types to be constructed, thus allowing for a
kind of single inheritance. Hierarchies dened for
record types automatically extend to pointers to
these types.
T0Ptr = POINTER TO T0;
T1Ptr = POINTER TO T1;
In this example, T1Ptr is an extension of T0Ptr .
Again we denote this T1Ptr  T0Ptr . We often
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need to express the idea that one type is a (pos-
sibly trivial) direct or indirect extension of some
other type. We denote this reexive transitive clo-
sure of the extends relation by the symbol 

.
The negative of this predicate is denoted 6

.
The semantics of assignment of record types al-
lows for extensions to be assigned to base types.
Such an assignment has projection semantics, that
is, only those elds belonging to the base type are
copied from the right hand side expression. For
example, suppose we have the following variable
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declarations |
t0 : T0;
t1 : T1;
t0ptr : T0Ptr;
t1ptr : T1Ptr;
Then the following predicates hold |
t0 := t1; is valid, since T1 

T0
t1 := t0; is invalid, since T0 6

T1
Similarly for pointers to records |
t0ptr := t1ptr; is valid,
since T1Ptr 

T0Ptr
t1ptr := t0ptr; is invalid,
since T0Ptr 6

T1Ptr
Projection semantics also apply to the substitu-
tion of actual parameters for formal parameters
of value mode in procedure calls. In the case of
formal parameters of variable mode, an actual pa-
rameter may be of any type which is in the 

re-
lation with the formal type. In this case the called
procedure sees the whole of the record, and may
query its actual type.
In the case of the assignment of pointer objects,
an assignment may change the type of the desig-
nated object. In this case, as in the case of vari-
able mode formals, the expression must be in the


relation with the assignment target.
Oberon-2 is a statically typed language in which
every object has a static type which can be de-
termined at compile time, even in the presence of
separate compilation. Reference objects, that
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For all the examples in this paper, types have names
which begin with an upper case letter. Variables have
nameswhich begin with lower case. This is our local coding
convention, but is not part of the language.
is, objects of pointer types and variable mode for-
mal parameters, have a dynamic type which must
be determined at runtime. The static semantics
of the language ensure that the dynamic type T
d
and the static type T
s
are always related by the
predicate T
d


T
s
.
Statically or automatically allocated records are
not reference objects and in this case the dynamic
type is always equal to the static type, that is
T
d
= T
s
. The same is true of value mode formal
parameters.
The bound types of pointer objects are dynami-
cally allocated records and have a dynamic type
such that Tb
d


Tb
s
, as for the pointer types
themselves.
Visibility of objects is controlled at the level of
granularity of record elds. Each eld of a record
type may be exported, not exported or exported
in read only mode. Access control is thus elegant,
and assists in establishing program invariants.
The range of statements and type structuring
mechanisms is similar, in general terms, to the
Pascal family of languages. However, as will be
shown, the existence of the type extension mech-
anism makes it possible to replace Pascal's inele-
gant and confusing union construct (the so-called
variant \record") with a safe and elegant mecha-
nism.
2.2 Dynamic Binding
Procedures can be declared as applying to a par-
ticular record type. Such procedures are called
type-bound procedures. An example of such a
declaration might have a header |
PROCEDURE (VAR node : T) Walk (a,b : X);
In this example the variable node of the bound
type T is called the receiver. The parameter list
on the right has the usual semantics. This proce-
dure is bound to the record type T . The syntax
allows for the receiver (called self in many lan-
guages) to be given a meaningful name.
Extended types automatically inherit the type-
bound procedures of ancestor types. However,
an extended type may have new type-bound pro-
cedures declared for it, or may have procedures
which override or extend the behaviour of the
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corresponding procedures bound to the ancestor
types. The original type-bound procedure and
the one which overrides it must share the same
signature.
When a program calls a procedure with such an
overloaded name the actual procedure which is in-
voked is determined from the dynamic type of the
object. This may require runtime selection.
2.3 Type Testing
Apart from the dynamic binding of procedures
there are two syntactic mechanisms which refer
to dynamic type. These are the type guard and
the type test.
Type Guards
A type guard asserts that some used occurrence
of an identier designates an entire variable which
at runtime will have the specied type, or some
extension of that type. The assertion allows the
compiler to safely generate code to access all the
elds dened for that sub-hierarchy of the type
structure. These accesses need no type tests
at runtime, apart from the executable assertion.
Failure of any type guard results in program abor-
tion.
The syntax is |
designator ! ident f selector g.
selector ! `.'ident j `[' exp `]'
j `"' j typeGuard.
typeGuard ! `(' typeIdent `)'.
A guard t(T ) asserts that DynTyp(t) 

T .
With our example declarations, a typical type-
guarded designator might be |
t0ptr(T1Ptr)^.z
This example asserts that at runtime the variable
t0ptr has the dynamic type T1Ptr (or an exten-
sion of T1Ptr). Thus, access to the eld z is valid.
If the type guard were not present then a compile
time error would result, as a eld z is not known
for the record type T0 , which is the static type to
which t0ptr is bound.
The regional type guard has the same semantics
as the single type guard, but applies to all used oc-
currences of the specied identier within a state-
ment sequence. A regional type guard allows suc-
cessive sub-hierarchies to be tested sequentially.
For example |
WITH t0ptr : T1Ptr DO
< statements1 >
| t0ptr : T0Ptr DO
< statements2 >
END;
Because the type guard tests if the dynamic type
of the variable is the specied type or an extension
of it, the ordering of the cases within this con-
struct is meaningful. If the test for T0Ptr were
placed rst, then that option would always be ex-
ecuted, as t0ptr is statically of type T0Ptr and at
runtime can only be T0Ptr or an extension. The
regional guard may also contain an ELSE clause
which is executed if none of the other type guard
tests is true. If no test is successful and there is
no ELSE clause then the program aborts.
Type Tests
The type test is a predicate which evaluates the
same test as a type guard. The Boolean result
depends on the success or failure of the type test.
The syntax is |
typeTest ! ident `IS' typeNam.
The Boolean expression t IS T is a runtime evalua-
tion which returns the predicate DynTyp(t) 

T .
A typical use, with our example declarations is |
t0ptr IS T1Ptr
2.4 Runtime Type Descriptors
Because a reference object may have dynamic type
which diers from the static type, there must be
somemechanism to nd information about the dy-
namic type of an object at runtime. Every record
object must thus contain a reference to a runtime
type descriptor which denotes the type of the ob-
ject. Figure 1 is a diagramatic representation of a
typical structure. All objects of the same dynamic
type reference the same descriptor.
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bound
object
pointer
Figure 1: Relationship of pointer, bound object
and runtime descriptor
In this gure, the runtime descriptor consists of
two parts. There is an area which contains point-
ers to the type-bound procedures. The oset of
every type-bound procedure within every runtime
descriptor is known at compile time, and may thus
be called by a constant-time indexing operation.
The second area contains an array of pointers to
the descriptors of all the types of which this type is
an (

) extension. The top element always points
to itself since every type is a trivial extension of
itself. This array may be thought of as analogous
to the display vector used for access to non-local
data in some implementations of Algol-like lan-
guages. This concept was introduced in a recent
paper by Cohen [8]. A suprising result of this or-
ganisation is that the predicate Tx 

Ty may be
evaluated in constant time. This has spectacular
consequences for the eciency of these tests.

-
-
procedures
type-bound
pointers to
pointers to ancestor
type descriptors
display
ancestor
Figure 2: Details of descriptor structure
Every type descriptor contains two type-bound
procedures which are used by the internal work-
ings of the system. One is an initialiser thunk ,
and the other is a garbage collector helper thunk.
2
Figure 2 has more detail of the descriptor struc-
ture.
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Although we do not deal with these facilities here,
Oberon-2 supports safe and ecient automatic garbage col-
lection. In this area it is in stark contrast to (say) C++.
3 Abstract Syntax Trees and
Oberon-2
A very exible way of constructing software tools
depends on the realisation of abstract syntax trees
(AST s) by pointer linked data structures [9]. Var-
ious formalisations have been introduced to de-
scribe such structures [10]. In conventional lan-
guages such heterogeneous structures are imple-
mented using variant records/union types. This
is necessary, of course, because in strongly typed
languages a pointer is only bound to a single type.
In such structures tag elds serve to distinguish
the components of the union, and allow a pro-
gram to select manipulative actions depending on
the particular tag value. Unfortunately, the cost
of performing runtime tests on the values of tags is
prohibitive, and almost no compilers support this.
This follows from the fact that at each level of
eld-selection in a designator a test for set mem-
bership needs to be performed at runtime. The
lack of such runtime checking is a major insecurity
in the implementation of these styles of programs.
As noted above, Oberon-2 permits an alterna-
tive approach for creating and manipulating such
structures. This approach is based on dynamic
binding of procedures and conditional control ow
predicated on type tests. There is a widely held
misapprehension that this approach is inecient.
We are currently implementing compilers for
Oberon-2. The prototype implementations are
written in Modula-2 and have front-ends which
are based on abstract syntax trees. These are sim-
ilar in philosophy to the gardens point modula-2
compilers [11], and share common backends with
native code versions of gpm[12]. An obvious ques-
tion which occurred to us was to ask if the ma-
nipulations of the AST in the front-end would be
more or less ecient if translated into Oberon-2
3
.
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The ETH compilers for Oberon-2 are written in
Oberon-2, but do not use the type extension facilities in
the way which we suggest. Instead they use structures
which are direct products of their notional variants. This
is, of course, just as insecure as the untested variant tags
of the Pascal family.
4
4 Type-mediated Accesses in
the AST
The following section will deal with examples of
the various ways of accessing nodes in an AST .
These examples will be illustrated using Modula-
2, and presume the use of variant records with a
tag eld indicating the type of the variant. The
tag is assumed to be some enumerated type. To
demonstrate the eciency of such a method, the
high level code is then translated into the corre-
sponding assembly language instructions. The ex-
amples shown here use MIPS assembly code, but
the conclusions are similar for other load/store ar-
chitectures. The code may be understood with
reference to Figures 1 and 2. After all the code
is shown for the Modula-2 access method, the
Oberon-2 alternative is shown, and the same steps
followed. The resulting assembly code for the two
alternatives may then be compared.
4.1 Case Statement
The rst exemplary situation is the traversal of
the nodes of a tree structure. The AST used
here is a tree of identier descriptors. The IdDesc
types are pointers to records. The tree is traversed
using a case statement to determine what action is
performed at each node. In this instance, the tag
eld of the record must be accessed to determine
which case is executed. This means a procedure
of the following form would be used to traverse
the nodes |
PROCEDURE TraverseId (VAR id : IdDesc);
BEGIN
CASE id^.idClass OF (* tag value *)
| varCls : ......
| constCls : ......
| procCls : ......
...
END;
END TraverseId;
Notice that we have a single procedure, the eect
of which is selected, inside the procedure, based
on the actual tag value. For case statements, the
address of the target code is calculated using a
jump table. The general form of the jump table
is shown in Figure 3.
Each case has a label, referenced in the jump ta-
ble, and ends with an unconditional branch to the
.data
jmptbl: .word label1
.word label2
...
.word labelN
Figure 3: Layout of the jump table
exit label.
The assembly language instructions which would
subsequently be produced for this scenario are |
lw r1,id ; load id value to r1
lbu r2,8(r1) ; byte tag at offset 8
bgtu r2,max,deflbl ; default if too big
mul r3,r2,4 ; scale index by wordsize
la r4,jmptbl ; load jmptbl address
add r5,r4,r3 ; r5 <- base + offset
lw r6,(r5) ; fetch target address
j r6 ; jump to it
In Oberon-2 this single procedure would be re-
placed by a set of procedures, one bound to each
extension of some base IdRecord type. The code in
each of these Traverse procedures would be equiv-
alent to the code for the corresponding case in
the above case statement. Thus instead of a sin-
gle procedure call with various cases selected after
the call we have a set of procedures, with the se-
lection occurring during the procedure call.
To traverse an identier record in Oberon-2, the
statement id.Traverse; calls whichever procedure
is bound to the runtime type of id . The assembly
instructions are |
lw r1,id ; load id value to r1
lw r2,-4(r1) ; descriptor ptr at -4
lw r3,24(r2) ; proc at offset 24 say
jal r3 ; call proc in reg
; jal is subroutine call
As can be seen, the code sequence for calling
a type-bound procedure is actually shorter than
that for the case statement. In each case a sin-
gle procedure call/return overhead is involved, but
the type-mediated selection of the procedure prior
to the call is faster than the indexed jump in the
case statement after the call.
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4.2 Explicit Type Tests
Another access idiom in union-based AST s, oc-
curs with an explicit test for a particular tag value.
In Modula-2 this would be of the form |
IF id^.idClass = procCls THEN ... END;
The resulting assembly instructions are |
lw r1,id ; load id value to r1
lbu r2,8(r1) ; tag at offset 8 say
bne r2,7,label ; ORD(procCls) == 7
; branch if <> to lit
The equivalent control ow in Oberon-2 requires
a type test. The statement required would be |
IF id IS ProcTyp THEN ... END;
where ProcTyp is the \proc" extension of the
pointer to the base record type.
In assembler this becomes |
lw r1,id ; load id value to r1
lw r2,-4(r1) ; descriptor ptr at -4
lw r3,8(r2) ; assume ancestor offset
; is 8 in the display
la r4,ProcPtr_Desc ; load adr
bne r4,r3,label
; branch if not equal
In this case there is a slight overhead for the run-
time test. Note however that in the case of nested
variants (corresponding to multilevel extensions)
there would be multiple tag tests, but a single,
constant time type test suces. Recall that the
type test does not test for equality, but for mem-
bership in a subtree of the class hierarchy.
4.3 Direct Access to a Record Field
The third idiom we wish to consider is the direct
access of a eld of the record type. In the case of
the variant record the access might be |
id^.varInfo
This access assumes that at runtime the active
variant will be one for which the specied eld
exists. As indicated earlier, it is so costly to check
for this in general that compilers leave correctness
for the programmer to ensure. The (unchecked)
access to such a eld is very simple. Here is the
assembly code |
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Figure 4: An example type hierarchy
lw r1,id ; load id value
lw r2,12(r1) ; field offset == 12
In Oberon-2 in order to access a eld which exists
only in some sub-class of some base type requires
a type guard if the variable has been statically
declared as being of the base type. The code is |
id(VarPtr)^.varInfo
In this case we assert that the dynamic type of id
will be a (possibly trivial) extension of the VarPtr
type.
Assembly code generated would be |
lw r1,id ; load id value to r1
lw r2,-4(r1) ; descriptor ptr at -4
lw r3,8(r2) ; index ancestor display
la r4,VarPtr_Desc ; load address
bne r3,r4,trap ; abort if <>
lw r2,12(r1) ; else get the field at
; known offset 12 say
In eect, the price to be paid for the complete
safety of this method is an additional four instruc-
tions for this access.
In order to see why runtime tag tests are dicult,
consider the situation where logically a union type
has the hierarchical structure of Figure 4. Such a
structure may be realised in Modula using either
nested variants with two levels of tags, or as a
\at" union of the 9 leaf types.
If the at structure is adopted, access to a rst
level eld requires a set membership test on the
value of the single tag eld. The multilevel ap-
proach requires only equality tests on the tags,
but requires two tests to validate access to a sec-
ond level eld.
These tests are very costly in general, given the
lack of semantic constraint on the tag types which
are acceptable to the Pascal-like languages. With
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disciplined design, relatively low cost explicit tests
may be inserted by the programmer. In the at
case, gpm's nonstandard inline Assert facility
might be used as follows |
Assert(id^.idClass IN okSet);
... id^.varInfo ...
Even recognising the common subexpression in
this example leaves an overhead of ve extra in-
structions with best coding.
Note that the situation with multiple tags is no
better. In principal a single tag equality test could
guarantee membership of a complete type subtree.
However, access to the lower level tags must be
protected by tests on the higher level tags. It is
this mixing of data and type information which
lies at the heart of the ineciency.
Finally, we note that when records are assigned,
under some circumstances an implicit test of the
dynamic type is required. This does not happen
except when explicit pointer dereference is used
to obtain copying rather than aliasing semantics.
The cost of these tests appears to be similar to
that of the range checks on assignments which are
a familiar part of the implementation of Pascal-
like languages. In many cases, the use of the re-
gional guard allows even this cost to be amortized
over several accesses.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered several cases
where runtime testing of the dynamic type of ob-
jects is required. The code for carrying out these
tests and the code for the equivalent actions in a
procedural language have been compared.
Contrary to widely held belief, the overheads
for the runtime testing appears to be negligible.
Much of this reduction of overhead is caused by
the elegant mechanism for type resolution in con-
stant time. In return, at least for these styles of
software tools, important enhancements of type
safety have been obtained.
Because we are using common code generator
back-ends for our Modula-2 and Oberon-2 compil-
ers we expect to be able to quantify these matters
precisely in terms of time taken for the execution
of realistic programs. We shall report these results
in due course.
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